THE STORY OF THE
THE WORLDS MOST DANGEROUS WOMAN
More power than
Every Super Hero

NOT HUMANLY POSSIBLE
The world's most dangerous woman
Is world's most aggrieved woman.

it's Dr. Aafia Siddiqui
The once aggrieved is now the symbol of courage, dignity, honor and educated third world

love
peace
mother of the humanity
freedom
justice
daughter of nation

Aafia Siddiqui is an institute in her self she will bring change wherever she goes

Noam Chomsky M97 1996
JUSTICE FOR AAFIJA!
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Get involved with the movement to end the wars!

United National Antiwar Coalition (UNAC)
www.UNACPeace.org

Join the international movement to free Dr. Aafia Siddiqui!
www.aafiamovement.com
Family website www.FreeAafia.org
Ph : +92-3332148780 Email : aafiamovementy@yahoo.com

For more information on the victims of the Bush and Obama assaults on civil liberties and how you can help them fight for justice in and out of the courts:

National Coalition to Protect Civil Freedoms (NCPCF)
www.civilfreedoms.org

The Peace Thru Justice Foundation
www.peacethrujustice.org

Follow us on
Twitter : @aafiamovement
Facebook : aafiamovement.official
WHO IS DR Aafia Siddiqui?

Dr. Aafia Siddiqui is a neuroscientist who studied at MIT and Brandeis. Specifically, she studied how to improve the education system for disabled children.

While attending school, Aafia volunteered in a class to help real children benefit from the improvements she made.

She also found time to become a leader in the Muslim Student Association. Friends still remember her tearful pleas for refugees.

How can you have more than one pair of shoes when our brothers in Bosnia are freezing?
Despite the busy schedule of a student, Aafia gave presentations constantly about the humanitarian crisis in Bosnia.

She also collected Qurans for prisoners, carrying the heavy boxes herself, even when she was pregnant.

On top of all of her academic achievements, Dr. Siddiqui is also a hafidha...

...one who has memorized the Quran!
In March of 2003, Dr. Siddiqui left her mother's house in Pakistan for the Karachi airport...

And disappeared, along with her children...

Dr. Siddiqui mysteriously reappeared in 2008, in Afghanistan, shortly before an incident that nearly killed her. Where was she for five years?
A secretly-recorded tape was handed to Siddiqui's lawyers, where a Pakistani superintendent of police admits being personally involved in Siddiqui's abduction.

Her oldest son, Ahmed, remembers being stopped en route to the airport.

He recounts that they were detained by 15-20 people, including a "white lady."

Another witness present saw Siddiqui slapped across her face.

Ahmed saw his 6 month old brother, Suleman, fall to the ground.

This is the last of what Ahmed remembers before he was separated from his family and made to inhale something that knocked him out.

Suleman has never been seen again.
ON THE SAME DAY THAT SIDDQUI AND HER CHILDREN DISAPPEARED, HER MOTHER WAS THREATENED BY A MAN IN A MOTORCYCLE HELMET.

HE WARNED HER TO NOT REPORT HER DAUGHTER AS MISSING.

THE PAKISTANI NEWSPAPER "DAWN" REPORTED SOON AFTER THAT SIDDQUI WAS IN PAKISTANI CUSTODY AS DID NBC NIGHTLY NEWS.

BOTH WOULD LATER RETRACT THE STORY.

THE FBI ALSO MET WITH HER FAMILY.

THEY SAID SIDDQUI WAS ALIVE BUT WOULD ANSWER NO QUESTIONS ABOUT HER WHEREABOUTS.

ALL OF A SUDDEN THE MEDIA REPORTED DIFFERENT KINDS OF STORIES...

DR. SIDDQUI WAS ACCUSED OF BEING A COURIER FOR BLOOD DIAMONDS FROM LEBERIA...

SHE HAD BEEN IN BOSTON AT THE TIME.

THE STORY WAS FAKE, BUT DAMAGE HAB ALREADY BEEN DONE.

IN 2004 JOHN ASHCROFT DECLARED TO THE NATION THAT AAFIA WAS "THE MOST DANGEROUS WOMAN IN THE WORLD"

DR. SIDDQUI WAS QUICKLY BEING TURNED INTO A BOOGIEMAN TO JUSTIFY THE "WAR ON TERROR"
WHY WAS SHE CAPTURED?

IN THE 4 YEARS BETWEEN 2001 AND 2005, IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF PERVEZ MUSHARRAF HANDED OVER 400-800 PRISONERS TO THE US. MANY WERE INNOCENT, BUT THEIR CAPTURE MADE THE "WAR ON TERROR" SEEM JUSTIFIED.

A FEW WEEKS BEFORE SIDDQUI DISAPPEARED, KHALID SHEIKH MOHAMMED WAS CAPTURED. HE WAS WATERBOARDED 183 TIMES IN HIS FIRST MONTH OF IMPRISONMENT. "I GAVE A LOT OF FALSE INFORMATION TO SATISFY WHAT I BELIEVED THE INTERROGATORS WISHED TO HEAR."

SUPPOSEDLY, MOHAMMED NAMED NAMES, LEADING TO THE CAPTURE OF BOTH MAJID KHAN AND SIDDQUI. KHAN WAS TORTURED SO MUCH THAT HE ATTEMPTED SUICIDE BY BITING THROUGH AN ARTERY. KHAN WAS TAKEN TO GUANTANAMO. SO, BASED ON THE WORDS OF MEN TRYING TO ESCAPE TORTURE, SIDDQUI WAS CAUGHT AND TORTURED HERSELF.
WHERE WAS SIDDQUI BETWEEN HER ABDUCTION IN 2003 AND REAPPEARANCE IN 2008?

BINYAM MOHAMMED, ANOTHER INNOCENT VICTIM OF THE "WAR ON TERROR" WHO ENDURED 7 YEARS OF DETENTION AND TORTURE AT THE HANDS OF THE US GOVERNMENT, CLAIMS THAT HE SAW SIDDQUI AT THE NOTORIOUS US-RUN PRISON IN BAGRAM, AFGHANISTAN.
DR SIDDQUI, WHO WAS TOLD BY THE JUDGE THAT HER YEARS OF SECRET DETENTION WERE "IRRELEVANT" TO HER TRIAL, CONFIRMS THAT SHE WAS INDEED HELD AT BAGRAM.

She was subjected to all kinds of torture: physical, psychological, and sexual.

In one horrific instance...

Guards desecrated a Quran and forced her to walk barefoot on the torn pages.

The male prisoners, sickened by the screams of a woman who was clearly being tortured, staged a hunger strike in her defense.
One day, without explanation, Siddiqi was dropped off. In a confused state, she was released on a street in Afghanistan.

This is your son.

He has got that big?

It has been that long?

She was handed a bag by the people who released her. Some have suspected that Siddiqi was being sent off, defenseless, to her death. But something unexpected happened.
She walked in a different direction when she heard the call to prayer.

See, they are calling! Come to salah. Come to success.

She was stopped and detained... The bag she was handed supposedly contained instructions for explosives.

But Dr. Siddiqui was never charged with terrorism.
There are two versions of the events that followed, while Siddiqui was detained at an Afghan police station.

The US claims she was behind a curtain...

That she spotted a weapon and picked it up.

Emerging from behind the curtain, she fired at Afghan police and American soldiers, hitting nothing.

She wrestled men to the ground, and was shot...

Because they defended themselves.

The supposed witnesses had conflicting testimonies, disagreeing on details like whether she was standing or sitting...

And only the American witnesses back this version of events.
Dr. Siddiqui's version of the story puts her behind a curtain, too. But little else is similar...

Hearing American voices, she feared being returned to Bagram. She peered out, looking for a possible escape route.

One of the armed men saw her and yelled "She's free!" before shooting her multiple times in the abdomen.

She was nearly killed.

The prosecution claimed bullet holes at the station were made by Siddiqui firing a weapon.

But a video, in the US government's possession for months shows the same bullet holes there the day before Siddiqui arrived!
While recovering, Dr. Siddiqui was restrained to the bed and denied guests, save for FBI agents. They claim that she made confessions, which would be convenient...

Since no forensic evidence exists to support the story where Siddiqui went on a shooting rampage.

A mere 7 days after being shot and nearly killed, Dr. Siddiqui was brought to New York, with no extradition, to face charges of "attempted murder."

"Lady al-Qaeda", "the most dangerous woman in the world", was never charged with terrorism!
Ahmed, who disappeared with his mother in 2003, was released to his family in 2008. He was interrogated upon his return to Pakistan.

It is still unknown where he was detained for all those years.

The middle child, Maryam, was dropped off mysteriously.

A note was tied to her with her grandmother’s address written on it.

She was only able to speak English, and with an American accent...

It took a DNA test to confirm that she was Siddiqui’s daughter.

Hello?

The third, and youngest child, Suleman, remains missing since the 2003 abduction and is feared dead.
Dr. Siddiqui's trial in New York was a sham. She was not allowed to pick her defense.

The jury was not sequestered, free to read, and be influenced by propaganda against Siddiqui.

And though she was never charged with terrorism, the prosecution raised the specter of terror constantly.

The prosecution asked her about chemistry training she had in school.

Realizing that they brought up this irrelevant detail to paint her as a bomb-maker or worse, she exclaimed...

You can't build a case on hate! You should build it on facts!
Siddiqui was sentenced to 36 years in prison. Realizing her trial to be a sham, her parting words to the judge were nonetheless compassionate.

Mr Judge, I forgive you.

Thank you. I wish other people were like you. You will now be spending the rest of your life in a federal penitentiary.

I beg to differ from you. My fate lies with Allah and my destiny is with my God. The decision of my fate is my God's, not yours.

And Mr Judge, I thank you for letting me graduate from another M.I.T.

The Manhattan Institute of Theatrical Arts!
Siddiqui was sent to the notorious Carswell Prison, where abuse of the female prisoners has been rampant.

And, though she was never charged with terrorism, Dr. Siddiqui’s imprisonment includes harsh "terror enhancements."

Her family was repeatedly denied a visitation. When asked about this, a guard answered with surprising honesty...

Meanwhile, Siddiqui’s family has faced constant harassment. Would-be kidnappers attempted to abduct her children...

And Siddiqui’s mother has received death threats.

The normal rules don’t apply to your sister.
"I believe Dr Aafia Siddiqui is a political prisoner and now the political bogey-woman for two US regimes." Cindy Sheehan

Aafia was a victim of rendition, of torture, of a sham trial ... she is a victim, like so many, of the so-called "war on terror". She is not forgotten!

FREE AAFIA!
Some comments

Dr. Aafia Siddiqui was victimised by the international politics being played for power. I haven't witnessed such bare injustice in my entire career.

FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL USA HON. MR. RAMSEY CLARK'S

Dr. Aafia Siddiqui is an innocent Pakistani citizen facing physical and mental torture from last 10 years in America....US SENATOR, MIKE GRAVEL

Dr. Siddiqui has endured more than i would have ever imagined any single human being could survive. Had I not personally heard the details of her plight, and investigated and independently verified the facts myself, her story would seem unbelievable. I am not only 100% convinced of the reality of her decade long suffering, but i am daily tormented by the thought of her ongoing plight.........TINA FOSTER

Aafia`s Pain is Our Shame ............YVONNE RIDLEY

Aafia`s trial in the US was illegal. Aafia is not a US Citizen so should be returned to Pakistan ........EXPRESS TRIBUNE

Aafia’s case is not just a women’s issue, is not just a Muslim issue, is not just a Pakistani issue but Aafia and her tragic torture is a case that moves everybody, It should be a universal case of horror........VICTORIA BRITtain

My Honor is not for sale, not for a lie. The service and sacrifice of all American war veterans is at stake. Freeing Dr. Aafia, A Matter of Honor

GORDON DUFF

86 Years Sentence is BARBARIC ........ANDY WORTHINGTON

Her case should incite everyone's moral outrage .. STEPHEN LENDMAN

The Behaviour with Aafia Siddiqui in prison, significantly violets human rights and both US and Pakistan Countries’ ruler are responsible for that.. JOE LOMBARDO

Unless Aafia become a political and social issue in the world this oppression will continue.. LORD NAZIR
Aafia’s Honorable Release Is a Debt and an Obligation
How can you Help in the release of Daughter of the Nation Aafia Siddiqui??

BY BECOMING A MEMBER:

a) To become a member, fill the membership form and mail to
   **Aafia Movement Secretariat, 140-E, Block-7, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi.**

b) To fill the membership form visit our website, **http://www.aafiamovement.com**

c) Also invite your friends to become a member of Aafia Movement.

d) Add, Share & Like Facebook Page

BY DONATION:

**Aafiyat welfare Trust : United Bank Limited Gulshan-e-iqbal Branch**
Account # 200892566, swiftcode: unilpkka ,Branch code: 1285 Karachi, Pakistan

BY PARTICIPATING IN EVENTS:

As a volunteer take a part in all programs related to Aafia and do arrange programs for Aafia.
Spread the word, Clear misconceptions.

BY SERVING TIME AS A VOLUNTEER:

a) **If you belong to media as a journalist, news caster or host** then please study Aafia’s case and help clear the misconceptions about the Nation’s daughter.

b) **If you are a columnist** then take up the matter as your own daughter and ask questions, write columns and wake-up the nation’s dignity and honor.

c) **If you are teacher** then inform your students regarding Aafia’s facts and courage the talented and future builders of this nation to stand up for Aafia’s release. It is Aafia’s dream to spread education in Pakistan.

d) **If you are a student** make groups in your schools, colleges and universities and spread facts about Aafia by debates, discussions and other activities with your teachers, parents and all other people to let them know.

e) **If you have skills in computer** so highlight Aafia’s case in the right way through internet, facebook, twitter, Blog Spots etc. and clear the misconceptions about Aafia Siddiqui from the people.

BY SIGNING THE IAC PETITION:

a) Sign the petition for the immediate repatriation to Pakistan of Dr. Aafia Siddiqui. To Sign the petition, go to this link of website **http://www.lacenter.org/SiddiquiPetition/**

b) Also invite your friends and family and others for sign this petition for the repatriation of Aafia Siddiqui.

For More Details, Visit: **www.aafiamovement.com**    021-34969048, 0333-2148780
THE AAFIA MOVEMENT

is grateful to

Christopher Towne

for his artistic talent and dedication, and to

Mauri Salakan

of the Peace Thru Justice Foundation

for making this dream come to life. They have told the story

of Dr. Aafia in a simple comic book style that can be understood by

young children while remaining a compelling account for adults.

We tip our hats to these amazing gentlemen.

Thank you...
LET'S BRING AAFIA HOME
TOGETHER WE CAN

AAFIA MOVEMENT
UNITED for Peace, Justice, Freedom
Aafia... A symbol of courage & dignity

Address: 140-E Block-7 Gulshan e Iqbal Karachi.
Contact: 0213-4969048, 0333-2148780
Email: aafiamovement@yahoo.com
For more information visit our website
www.aafiamovement.com